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Abstract

This doctoral thesis is focused on development, refinement and application of mathematical models of airflow dynamics in road tunnels having both a complex structure (long tunnels with entrance and exit ramps and many changes in tunnel geometry) and complex ventilation system. The mathematical models are simplified, one-dimensional and based on the first principle. These simplified models are suitable for control design.

The doctoral thesis introduces: i) a procedure to derive a simplified nonlinear dynamic model of airflow dynamics in road tunnels in the standard state-space form, ii) a new approach to design the airflow velocity control system for use during fire situations in road tunnels, iii) a new control structure for operational ventilation in road tunnels, and iv) how to adapt parameters of simplified ventilation models to fit real measured data in order to improve control performance.

The developed models were used for a design of ventilation control algorithms in the Blanka tunnel complex in Prague, Czech Republic, which is the largest city tunnel in Central Europe. The developed algorithms have been running in continuous operation on the tunnel complex for several years.

The first part of the thesis shows how to derive the dynamic model of airflow velocity and obtain its state space form. The mathematical model describes all important factors, which influence the airflow velocity in a tunnel, i.e. piston effect of vehicles, air friction, effect of ventilation, presence of fire, etc. The model is used for simulation of airflow velocity control during fire.

The second part of the thesis introduces a systematic approach to design and tune the airflow velocity control system for use during fire situations in road tunnels. The approach shows how to use the developed model from the first part of the thesis to tune the proportional-integral (PI) controllers of airflow velocity. The PI controllers are tuned based on the Skogestad Internal Model Control (SIMC) method.

The final part of the thesis presents a control structure design for operational ventilation in complex road tunnels. The control structure is based on the mathematical optimization which ensures the sufficient air quality inside and outside of a tunnel, while minimizing electricity costs for ventilation. From the control theory point of view, this control structure is feed-forward with an adaptive logic. This logic adapts parameters of the mathematical model of airflow velocity and compensates deviations between the mathematical model and the real airflow velocity, and thus provides a certain feedback for the control.

Keywords: airflow dynamics, fire ventilation, operational ventilation, road tunnels, Blanka tunnel complex, PI controller, optimization
Abstrakt

Dizertační práce je zaměřena na vývoj, zpřesňování a využití matematických modelů proudění vzduchu v silničních tunelech, které mají komplexní strukturu (dlouhé tunely s výjezdovými a příjezdovými rampami a mnoha změnami geometrie tunelu) i komplexní systém větrání. Matematické modely jsou zjednodušené, jednodimenzionální a založeny na základních fyzikálních principech. Zjednodušení těchto modelů umožňuje jejich použití pro návrh systémů regulace.

Dizertační práce představuje: i) postup pro odvození zjednodušeného nelineárního dynamického modelu rychlosti proudění vzduchu v silničních tunelech ve standardním stavovém popisu, ii) nový přístup návrhu regulátorů rychlosti proudění během požárního větrání v silničních tunelech, iii) nový přístup návrhu řídicí struktury pro provozní větrání silničních tunelů, iv) metodu pro adaptování parametrů matematického modelu tak, aby lépe odpovídala realitě, a tím zlepšil kvalitu regulace.

Vyvinuté matematické modely byly použity pro návrh regulace větrání v tunelovém komplexu Blanka v Praze, který je nejdelším městským tunelem ve střední Evropě. Vyvinuté algoritmy fungují na tunelovém komplexu v nepřetržitém provozu již několik let.

První část práce popisuje, jak odvodit dynamický matematický model proudění vzduchu a jak obdržet jeho stavový popis. Matematický model popisuje všechny důležité faktory, které ovlivňují rychlost proudění vzduchu v tunelu, t.j. pístový efekt vozidel, tření vzduchu, efekt ventilace, přítomnost požáru, atd. Matematický model je využit pro simulaci řízení rychlosti proudění vzduchu během požáru.

Druhá část práce představuje systematický přístup návrhu a ladění systému regulace rychlosti proudění vzduchu při požáru v silničních tunelech. Přístup ukazuje, jak využít vyvinutý model z první části práce pro návrh a ladění proporcionálně-integračních (PI) regulátorů rychlosti proudění vzduchu. PI regulátory jsou naloženy na základě metody SIMC – Skogestad Internal Model Control.

Poslední část práce se věnuje návrhu řídicí struktury pro provozní větrání v tunelových komplexech. Řídicí struktura je založena na matematické optimalizaci, která zajišťuje dobytečnou kvality vzduchu vnitřního i vnějšího prostředí tunelu a zároveň minimalizuje náklady na elektrickou energii nezbytnou pro provoz větrání. Z hlediska teorie řízení se jedná o přímovazební regulátor s adaptivní logikou. Tato logika adaptuje parametry matematického modelu proudění vzduchu a kompenzuje odchylky matematického modelu od reálné rychlosti proudění, a tedy poskytuje zpětnou vazbu pro regulaci.

Klíčová slova: dynamika proudění vzduchu, požární větrání, provozní větrání, silniční tunely, tunelový komplex Blanka, PI regulátor, optimalizace
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Proportional-integral controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Proportional-integral-derivative controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Model predictive control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLC</td>
<td>Fuzzy logic control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAQ</td>
<td>Indoor air quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEQ</td>
<td>Indoor environmental quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational fluid dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDS</td>
<td>Fire dynamics simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>Multiple-input multiple-output system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF</td>
<td>Jet fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMR</td>
<td>Ventilation machine rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Programmable logic controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Circuit-closed television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCADA</td>
<td>Supervisory control and data acquisition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, road tunnels have a significant importance in the transport infrastructure. They are usually constructed where the surface is economically (such as in cities), socially (in historical areas) or environmentally valuable areas [PIARC (2008)]. Especially in urban areas, they reduce impact on the surrounding area in terms of air and noise pollution. On the other hand, they require a comprehensive design of a tunnel technology, such as ventilation, lighting, traffic signs and also the control system. First, a well-designed tunnel ventilation system can significantly improve conditions for evacuation and rescue and fire-fighting operations. Second, during the normal operation of a tunnel, the efficient system of ventilation can significantly improve quality of indoor environment and reduce the impact on the ambient environment. Finally, ventilation in road tunnels forms a large part of electricity consumption, depending on ventilation requirements and a type of the tunnel. According to [Frey et al. (2016)], it is 8% in average for tunnels with unidirectional traffic and longitudinal ventilation system, and much more in the case of tunnels with ventilation machine rooms (VMR) for air exhaust and supply and for tunnels having high requirements on indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and ambient air quality (up to 30% in the case of Blanka tunnel complex in Prague ¹). For this reason, it is highly demanded to optimize ventilation system including control algorithms in order to decrease electricity consumption.

The series of tragic events at the turn of the century, such as Mont Blanc tunnel (39 fatalities), Tauern road tunnel (12 fatalities), St. Gotthard tunnel (11 fatalities), Gleinalm tunnel (5 fatalities) and Seljestads-tunnel (6 injured), triggered writing the recommendations and directives which aim to support and address fire safety in road tunnels. All these directives emphasize the importance of ventilation control. For example, recommendation by PIARC (Fire and Smoke Control in Road Tunnels [PIARC (1999)]) states:

„The recent developments of such fire tests show that the efficiency of the ventilation is both linked to its quantitative capacity and the way it is operated. As this second point is never treated by recommendations or regulations, specific developments are necessary to determine optimal reactions adapted to the fire.”

Later, these recommendations also emphasize the importance of air quality inside the tunnel. For example, recommendation by PIARC (Road Tunnels: A Guide to Optimising the Air Quality Impact upon the Environment [PIARC (2008)]) says:

¹According to evaluation of operational ventilation in the Blanka tunnel complex in cooperation with the company Satra, spol. s r. o.
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“Emissions from internal combustion engines are harmful to human health and because tunnels redistribute these emissions, special care must be taken to ensure that these emissions are managed responsibly from a human health perspective.”

Moreover, the most recent recommendations, such as recommendation by PIARC (Road Tunnels: Operational Strategies for Emergency Ventilation [PIARC (2011)]) aim to minimize impact on the environment at tunnel portals. They also emphasize that the control of ventilation during the normal operation should be achieved with minimal operational costs.

In summary, the following objectives of the ventilation control system in a tunnel should be achieved:

1. Provide suitable conditions for evacuation and emergency operations during fire.
2. Ensure the desired IEQ, i.e. to keep concentrations of exhaust gases (mainly NO$_x$, CO and opacity) below defined limit values.
3. Reduce the impact of pollution on the ambient environment (especially in the case of city tunnels).
4. Minimize electricity costs for the running ventilation.

1.2 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 states the goals which should the thesis achieve. Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the state of the art in the topic of modelling and control of ventilation in road tunnels. The results of the thesis are shown in chapter 4. This chapter contains three main published papers of the author with a short commentary and a brief description of their interconnection with the topic of the thesis. Chapter 5 demonstrates the fulfilment of thesis goals. The thesis is concluded by chapter 6, which summarizes the results and suggests possible future research and topics to be explored.
The goal of the thesis is to investigate and provide new methods for ventilation modelling and advanced control in complex road tunnels, i.e. road tunnels with complex topology (branched tunnels including ramps) and complex ventilation system (longitudinal ventilation with transverse air exhaust and supply, respectively). All proposed methods should be validated in simulations and in the real operation.

The main goals of the thesis can be briefly described as follows:

1. Propose a procedure for obtaining the airflow dynamics model for complex road tunnels in the standard state-space form.

2. Propose a systematic procedure for airflow velocity control design for use during fire situations in road tunnels. Verify this approach on the real tunnel data.

3. Propose a control structure for ventilation during the normal operation of road tunnels. This control structure will use the model of airflow dynamics from point 1. Furthermore, this structure must fulfil the following requirements:
   - ensure desired IEQ and ambient environment quality,
   - ability to control MIMO systems,
   - robustness against control input failures,
   - minimize electricity costs.

Verify this control structure in the real operation of a complex road tunnel.

4. Propose an algorithm for compensation of the airflow dynamics model obtained in point 1. This algorithm must be implemented as an on-line compensation method leading to a refined model against the real data. Provide an experimental validation of the proposed algorithm.
This chapter presents a literature overview on topics modelling, identification and ventilation control in road tunnels. In general, ventilation in road tunnels can be divided into the operational ventilation and the fire ventilation. The operational ventilation ensures the desired IEQ during the normal operation of a tunnel. Especially in the case of urban tunnels, there are often requirements on the quality of ambient environment, meaning that the impact of a tunnel on the ambient environment, in terms of pollution, should be minimized. The main aim of fire ventilation is to provide suitable conditions for evacuation, fire-fighting and rescue operations.

The first part of this chapter classifies tunnels according to several criteria and explains basic ventilation concepts. The second part deals with the overview of models used for the description of airflow dynamics in road tunnels. It involves the most popular models: Navier-Stokes equations, Euler equations and simplified one-dimensional models based on the continuity and Bernoulli equations. The third part provides an overview of used controllers for fire ventilation. It also discusses fire ventilation guidelines and directives valid in different countries. The last part is focused on the operational ventilation control and summarizes requirements and possibilities of ventilation control in road tunnels.

3.1 Types of tunnels

This section should introduce types of tunnels and their ventilation systems to the reader. The exact classification of road tunnels according to the specific criteria cannot be done, as there are many types of tunnels and several types of ventilation systems including their combinations. In general, road tunnels can be classified by several factors:

- Length
- Topology (simple tunnels, branched tunnels including ramps, crossroads or roundabouts)
- Type of traffic (uni-directional, bi-directional)
- Type of ventilation (longitudinal, transverse, semi-transverse, etc.)

According to the criteria mentioned above, there exist many types of tunnels, long tunnels that are not branched, e.g. *Laerdal tunnel* (12.5 km) in Norway or shorter tunnels with exit and entrance ramps, e.g. *Mrázovka* tunnel (1.1 km) in Prague, Czech Republic.

Short tunnels, say up to 400 m of total length, with uni-directional traffic, do not need any ventilation devices, because the tunnel is ventilated naturally thanks to the piston effect of vehicles [Ferkl (2007)]. Moreover, in the case of fire in short tunnels, the distance
between fans and fire location is too small for an effective control [Sturm et al. (2015)], and thus it could have undesirable effect. In many cases, this critical length is not so strict. For instance, [Sturm et al. (2015)] states this critical length as 600-800 m depending on the slope of the road in a tunnel. This critical length can also differ according to national directives and guidelines. For example, according to „Nařízení vlády č. 264/2009 Sb., o bezpečnostních požadavcích na tunely pozemních komunikací delší než 500 metrů“ [Government of the Czech Republic (2009)], tunnels in the Czech Republic with the traffic intensity higher than 2000 veh/day/lane and longer than 1000 m must be equipped with mechanical ventilation system.

The most used ventilation system in tunnels is called the longitudinal ventilation system. Its principal scheme is shown in Figure 3.1. The longitudinal system consists of axial jet fans located under the ceiling of the tunnel, which support or brake the airflow velocity in the tunnel. The smoke is extracted from the tunnel in the direction of traffic through tunnel portals. The longitudinal ventilation system is usually operated in shorter highway tunnels with uni-directional traffic where there is a smaller risk of congestion. All highway tunnels in the Czech Republic are ventilated longitudinally, e.g. Panenská (2.2 km) [Zápařka (2009)]. The main advantage of the longitudinal ventilation system is low constructional costs.

For tunnels with bi-directional traffic or tunnels with complex topology including ramps, it is suitable to use transverse ventilation system. The use of transverse or semi-transverse ventilation system is a subject of national standards. For example, according to the EU directive 2004/54/EC [Council of European Union (2004)], the use of transverse ventilation system is mandatory only for tunnels with bi-directional traffic longer than 3000 m. However, the recommendation „METODICKÝ POKYN – větrání silničních tunelů. Volba systému, navrhování, provoz a zabezpečení jakosti větracích systémů silničních tunelů“ [Pospisil (2013)] valid in the Czech Republic states that every tunnel with bi-directional traffic must be equipped with transverse ventilation system. The transverse ventilation system is much more efficient but more expensive than the longitudinal one. Tunnels with the transverse ventilation system are equipped with axial fans in ventilation machine rooms. Typically, two systems of smoke extraction can be used; distributed smoke extraction and massive point extraction.

The distributed smoke extraction system is shown in Figure 3.2. The smoke is extracted through openings at the ceiling of the tunnel, further through remote controlled dampers in fire extraction duct and finally through axial fans in ventilation machine rooms to the ambient environment. The fire extraction duct is located usually upon or under the ceiling of the tunnel. The distributed smoke extraction system is used in Strahov tunnel (1.9 km) and in most sections of the Blanka tunnel complex (5.5 km) in Prague, Czech Republic [Zápařka (2012)]. Much more about the ventilation system in the Blanka tunnel complex is provided in sections 4.1 and 4.3.

If it is not possible to construct the fire extraction duct (construction price, routes of water networks, etc.), then the smoke is extracted directly at the location of ventilation machine room. This way of smoke extraction is called massive point extraction, see Figure 3.3. Massive point extraction can be also used for operational ventilation, as it provides extraction of polluted air and supply of fresh air, respectively.
3.1. Types of tunnels

Figure 3.1 – Longitudinal system of ventilation in road tunnels.

Figure 3.2 – Transverse ventilation system in road tunnels, distributed smoke extraction.

Figure 3.3 – Transverse ventilation system in road tunnels, massive point extraction.
3.2 Fire ventilation control

In this section, the main principles of fire ventilation control in road tunnels are summarized. The overview article [Sturm et al. (2015)] introduces possible ways of fire ventilation control. The paper summarizes all important facts and results in recommendations written by PIARC [PIARC; PIARC; PIARC (1999; 2007; 2011)] and CETU [CETU (2003)]. Fire and smoke control in road tunnels is important to:

- provide suitable conditions for evacuation
- support rescue and fire-fighting operations
- reduce risk of explosions
- reduce damage to tunnel installations

During fire in a road tunnel, there can be blocked vehicles upstream of the fire and there exist different ways regarding fire ventilation control. Some of them prefer to avoid backlayering effect; the movement of smoke upstream of fire, meaning against the blocked vehicles. Other ones are focused on maintaining low airflow velocities to reduce smoke propagation and support evacuation, at least during the self-evacuation phase. This is usually important in the case of urban road tunnels where there can be blocked vehicles both, upstream and downstream of fire due to the possible congestion.

The first way preventing the backlayering requires relatively high airflow velocities upstream of the fire. The minimum airflow velocity upstream of fire preventing the backlayering is called the critical velocity. The critical velocity depends on many factors, such as heat release rate of fire, cross-section area of the tunnel, slope of the road, etc., and the exact value can be determined based on detailed Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. More about critical velocities and CFD simulations is stated in section 3.4.1. According to [Sturm et al. (2015)], the typical value of critical velocity is 2.5-3 m/s.

The other way focused on reduction of smoke propagation requires low airflow velocity, typically about 0.5 m/s. This is somehow controversial, and in practice, a trade-off is often made, either by applying a low velocity (1.0-1.5 m/s) upstream of fire or by dividing the ventilation control into two phases; evacuation phase and fire-fighting phase.

The European directive 2004/54/EC [Council of European Union (2004)] defines minimum safety requirements for road tunnels within the Trans European Road Network (TERN). Although the directive covers requirements for ventilation and equipment, it does not cover issues regarding the emergency operations and ventilation control during fire.

The aforementioned recommendations are not binding and can be customized according to national guidelines [PIARC (2011)], such as RVS in Austria [RVS 09.02.31 (2014)], RABT in Germany [RABT (2006)], ASTRA in Switzerland [ASTRA (2008)], FHWA in United States [FHWA (2004)] or guidelines [Japan Road Association (2001)] in Japan and [RTA (2007)] in Australia.

In the Czech Republic, there are several valid standards for fire ventilation equipment, „ČSN 73 7507 – Projektování tunelů pozemních komunikací“ [CTN PRAGOPROJEKT (2014)] or „TP98 – Technologické vybavení tunelů pozemních komunikací“ [ELTODO, a.s. (2004)] and [Pospisil (2013)] for fire ventilation control in road tunnels.
3.3 Airflow velocity control during fire

In this section, the current state of the art control algorithms for airflow velocity during fire in road tunnels are provided. As stated in section 3.2, airflow velocity control during fire is important and there can be different requirements on airflow velocity upstream of fire.

Many tunnels around the world still use simple approaches (rule-based or heuristic approach) to control the airflow velocity. Even though Ferkl [Ferkl (2007)] proposed a complex control approach in 2007, there has been a rather slow progress in the development of control algorithms for airflow velocity.

These approaches are developed based on the experience from past and work well on simple tunnels that are not branched. Some of them are feedback and some of them are feed-forward due to the unreliable measurement of airflow velocity. As stated by Pospisil [Pospisil, P. and Brandt, R. (2005)], control of airflow velocity using wrong values may lead to catastrophic scenarios in a real fire incident, as was confirmed during the full-scale fire test in the Plabutsch tunnel [Waltl, A. (2004)].

There have been few presented results of airflow velocity control achieved by PID controllers. Mizuno [Mizuno, A. (1991)] simulated the PID control of airflow velocity with disturbance estimation during emergency situations. This method is suitable especially for long tunnels, as he simulated on on two Japanese tunnels; Kan-etsu tunnel (11 km) and Ena-san tunnel (8.6 km). Although the simulation results are satisfactory, it is not clear, whether this control method has ever been applied in practice.

Schmölder [Schmölder et al. (2016)] presented a simple, generally applicable procedure for PI controllers tuning in tunnel ventilation systems. The design procedure is based on the system identification using step response. Although the transfer function of the system can be relatively easily found, especially via the time percentage value method, this method is, however, restricted to the following: the tunnel must be absolutely free of any traffic, a steady state condition of airflow velocity in the tunnel must be ensured before the start and termination of the recording and jet fans have to be activated as fast as possible.

Schmölder et al. tested several tuning rules for PI controllers on the real ventilation system; „second“ setting rule by Ziegler and Nichols [Ziegler et al. (1942)], four setting options by Chien, Hrones and Reswick [Smith and Corripio (1985)] and rules that are specifically derived for the time percentage value method [Zacher and Reuter (2011)]. The settings by Chien, Hrones and Reswick resulted in best disturbance response with limited overshoot. They applied the design procedure to two Austrian tunnels; Neumarkt tunnel (2 km, longitudinal ventilation system with jet fans equipped with variable speed drives), Göttschka tunnel (4.5 km long, semi-transverse ventilation system and jet fans with soft-starters). The achieved results are satisfactory enough and their approach could be used for the design of airflow velocity control system in future tunnels.

Altenburger [Altenburger et al. (2015)] analysed and compared two controllers through simulations; PI/PID and Model predictive control (MPC), to show their advantages and disadvantages. The PI/PID controller was tuned via the Ziegler-Nichols method and the
MPC controller was tuned for the simplified linearised second and third order dynamic system, respectively. Although the MPC controller is, according to simulations, faster than the PI/PID controller, the authors still recommend to use the PI/PID controller for longitudinal airflow velocity control in the case of fire, due to its simple structure, the small number of parameters and good control performance.

The most recent work [Euler-Rolle et al. (2017)] presents a dynamic feed-forward control strategy of jet fans using feedback linearization. Euler-Rolle et al. demonstrated this control strategy on the Austrian highway tunnel. This strategy is novel but it is limited to highway tunnels that are not branched.

### 3.4 Mathematical models of airflow dynamics

The mathematical model of airflow dynamics in a road tunnel is the most important part for the airflow controller design for both fire and normal operation. Basically, there exist three ways how to model airflow in road tunnels; Navier-Stokes equations, Euler equations and simplified one-dimensional models (dynamic and quasi-dynamic).

#### 3.4.1 Navier-Stokes equations

Navier-Stokes equations provide the most general description of airflow dynamics in road tunnels. They are very accurate, the airflow dynamics can be modelled in three dimensions.

Navier-Stokes equations have many forms that can be found in literature, such as [Douglas et al. (2011)]. One way to express the Navier-Stokes equation is to use the Cauchy momentum equation in tensor form:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho \mathbf{v} \mathbf{v}^T) = -\nabla \cdot \mathbf{p} \mathbf{I} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\tau} + \rho \mathbf{g} \tag{3.1}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the flow density, \( \mathbf{v} \) is the vector of flow velocity, \( \mathbf{p} \) is the pressure, \( \mathbf{I} \) is the identity matrix, \( \mathbf{\tau} \) is the Cauchy stress tensor and \( \mathbf{g} \) represents body accelerations and external forces acting on the mass of flow.

Equation (3.1) is valid for compressible flows where the flow density \( \rho \) is supposed to be time variable. The assumption of incompressibility holds in road tunnels because the Mach number for airflow is considerably lower than 0.3 [Drikakis and Rider (2005)]. For incompressible flows (\( \rho = \text{constant} \)), the Navier-Stokes equation can be expressed in the following way:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{v} \nabla) \mathbf{v} - \nu \nabla^2 \mathbf{v} = -\nabla \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right) + \rho \mathbf{g} \tag{3.2}
\]

where \( \nu \) represents the kinematic viscosity and \( \rho_0 \) is the uniform density.

The branch of fluid mechanics, which simulates real fluids using Navier-Stokes equations, is called Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In tunnel field, fire dynamics simulators (FDS), such as [McGrattan et al. (2017)] are widely used for simulation and design of fire ventilation.
In recent years, many papers dealing with CFD simulations have been published. For example, Wang [Wang and Wang (2016)] developed a numerical model of tunnel fire and investigated the influence of cross-sectional fire location on the smoke movement in a tunnel. Chow, et al. [Chow et al. (2015)] carried out numerical simulations of fire with CFD for tilted tunnel with longitudinal ventilation. The result of the paper is a corrected empirical formula for critical velocity in a tilted tunnel based on experimental and simulation results. After that they published paper [Wang and Wang (2016)], in which they presented results from tunnel fire simulation under natural ventilation. Results of the paper are empirical expressions of smoke temperature and velocity decay in the longitudinal direction. Similar topic, tunnel fire in a sloping tunnel, was investigated by Miao-cheng, et al. [Miao-cheng et al. (2016)]. They provided 250 simulations on nine typical tunnels using FDS. The contribution of this paper are prediction models for critical velocity on different slopes. The benefit of this paper is also a comparison of these models with the existing ones.

### 3.4.2 Euler equations

Euler equations can be derived from Navier-Stokes equations by removing terms describing viscous actions. Euler equations can be expressed in several forms. Incompressible Euler equations in convective form can be written as follows [Rieutord (2015)]:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v} = -\frac{1}{\rho_0} \nabla p + \mathbf{g} \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \tag{3.4}
\]

Equation (3.3) is the momentum-balance equation and equation (3.4) is the momentum conservation equation also called continuity equation. Euler equations have been used for analysis of specific problems in tunnels, such as oscillations and airflow transient response. For example, Lotsberg [Lotsberg, G. (1997)] calculated and verified pressure oscillations caused by heavy trucks in *Fodnes tunnel* in Norway (6.5 km). The transient time of the airflow velocity in a tunnel was calculated and measured by Lotsberg about 5 minutes for significant airflow changes and about 1 minute for minor airflow changes.

### 3.4.3 Simplified one-dimensional models

Euler equations are also being used for derivation of simplified 1D airflow velocity models described by Bernoulli equations and continuity equations.

The simplified models of airflow dynamics in road tunnels assume incompressible flow, meaning that the density of air \( \rho \) is constant along the whole length of the tunnel and does not depend on time. Furthermore, they consider 1D model with lumped parameters, i.e. that the airflow velocity vector \( \mathbf{v} \) does not depend on the y- and z-coordinate. These assumptions imply that the airflow velocity \( v \) is constant along each section of the tunnel.

These simplified models allow to design airflow velocity controllers, such as PID or MPC and simulate IEQ in a tunnel under different traffic conditions.
The current literature overview involves models for longitudinally ventilated tunnels that are not branched (usually highway tunnels) but there is lack of models for complex road tunnels (transversely or semi-transversely ventilated tunnels with ramps). The dynamic and quasi-dynamic models are briefly described in the following sections and details on both models are provided in chapter 4.

**Dynamic model**

The simplified 1D dynamic model of airflow velocity in tunnels with no branches (ramps) is based on the first principle equation:

\[ m \frac{dv}{dt} = F_{tot} \]  

(3.5)

where \( m \) is the mass of air in the tunnel, \( v \) is the airflow velocity, time dependent but constant along the whole length of the tunnel, \( F_{tot} \) represents all forces, which act on the mass of air in the tunnel (piston effect, air friction, effect of jet fans, etc.)

These dynamic models have been used for simulation and design of airflow velocity control in previous years. Ohashi [Ohashi, H. et al. (1982)] developed the numerical program to optimize the ventilation system in *Kan-etsu tunnel* in Japan (10.9 km). This numerical program uses the simplified 1D model to control the pollutant concentrations in the tunnel. Altenburger [Altenburger et al. (2015)] analyzed and compared PID controller and Model predictive control (MPC) on the 1D model of airflow dynamics to show their advantages and disadvantages, as already mentioned in section 3.3. The most recent work published by Euler-Rolle [Euler-Rolle et al. (2017)] uses the model of airflow dynamics to design the control system for fire ventilation based on feedback linearization.

The dynamic models are suitable for simulation and control design in cases where the changes in control input are more frequent compared to the transient time of the system. Typically, in the case of fire ventilation control, the dynamics of airflow cannot be neglected as the controller period is several seconds.

**Quasi-dynamic model**

Quasi-dynamic models are suitable in cases where the dynamics of the system is very fast compared to the changes in control input. As mentioned in section 3.4.3, the transient time of airflow velocity in a tunnel is about 5 minutes for significant changes caused by traffic or jet fans and when the simulation period is larger than 5 minutes, the dynamics of airflow can be neglected \( (\frac{dv}{dt} = 0) \). Equation (3.5) describing the dynamic model is therefore simplified to:

\[ F_{tot} = 0 \]  

(3.6)

In fact, Equation (3.6) describes the steady-state of the system, which depends on input variables, such as number and type of vehicles passing the tunnel, number of running jet fans in the tunnel, wind velocity acting on tunnel portals, etc.
In recent years, quasi-dynamic models have been used for simulation and control design of ventilation in road tunnels. The literature overview is involved in section 3.5.

### 3.5 Operational ventilation control

The aim of ventilation control during the normal operation is to maintain the IEQ, i.e. to keep pollutant concentrations, such as carbon monoxide CO, nitrogen oxides (NO, NO\textsubscript{2}) and opacity under predefined limit values. Although ventilation in road tunnels is mainly designed for fire ventilation, especially in urban tunnels, there are still high demands on IEQ. Nowadays, the operational ventilation is primarily focused on nitrogen oxides NO\textsubscript{x} and opacity due to the improved combustion and catalyst technology in cars [Longley, I. (2014)].

In recent years, there have been several papers presenting different control approaches for normal operation of a road tunnel. They can be divided into several groups:

- Rule-based approaches
- Fuzzy-logic control
- Optimization-based control
- MPC control

#### 3.5.1 Rule-based control

The rule-based control usually works well for short tunnels with no branches and low requirements on IEQ. Rule-based control techniques are simple for programmable-logic controller (PLC) implementation and they do not require any additional computational server, such as for example MPC requires. The rule-based control involves ventilation control based on the specific time schedule (for example a different ventilation program for working days and weekdays, respectively for traffic peak hours and night hours) or hysteresis type of control. Typically, the rule-based control in most tunnels combines both techniques; time schedule based ventilation and hysteresis type of control. For example, a tunnel is ventilated naturally during night hours and a small number of jet fans is running during the peak traffic hours. When the concentration of exhaust fumes reaches 80\% of a limit value, more jet fans are started and they are running until the concentration does not drops below 60\% of a limit value.

Other approaches presented in literature, such as [Bellasio (1997)] or [Bring et al. (1997)] are based on the calculation of a minimum required airflow for the worst-case situation (congestion, stop-and-go situation, etc.).

#### 3.5.2 Fuzzy-logic control

Other approaches have applied fuzzy logic control (FLC). Funabashi [Funabashi et al. (1991)] presented a predictive fuzzy control scheme for operational ventilation. They used the simplified dynamic model of airflow, pollution concentration and vehicles to set rules for the fuzzy control scheme. Moreover, they implemented an adaptation logic to refine
parameters of the a-priori model based on actual observations. The control scheme was applied to tunnels on Kyushu Highway in Japan. Although this paper was breakthrough, the control system is slightly complicated and does not guarantee the faultless operation under all possible conditions. The control system was applied only on a one-tube tunnel and possible extension to a tunnel complex that are branched is not discussed at all. The proposed fuzzy control system was patented by Inoue in 1991 [Funabashi et al. (1991)].

Chen [Chen et al. (1998)] developed the FLC with defined membership functions. They applied inference and defuzzification to design the ventilation control. This FLC has been validated only through computer simulations and experimental validation is not provided in this work.

Karakas and Kühlünk [Karakas, E. and Külbünk, H.; Karakas (1998; 2003)] proposed another adaptive FLC for ventilation control as well, which is designed for highway tunnels with simple topology. They experimentally validated the developed FLC in the Bolu tunnel in Turkey and compared it with the PID controller. The results are not convincing and it is not clear from the paper whether the FLC really works in the real operation.

3.5.3 Optimization-based control

Optimization-based control of ventilation aims to keep pollutant concentrations under acceptable limits while minimizing electricity costs, but it can not be considered as MPC control because it does not use prediction of process variables.

Ohashi [Ohashi, H. et al. (1982)] developed the simulation model of airflow and pollutant concentrations for Kan-etsu tunnel in Japan (10.9 km). This simulation model is based on dynamic models and further used for the optimum setting of ventilating units. Optimum setting of ventilating units and optimum adjustment of the ventilation rate are achieved in terms of the normal traffic flow using the non-linear programming method. The paper lacks any experimental validation of the proposed algorithm.

Ferkl [Ferkl et al.; Kurka et al. (2006; 2005)] developed a simulation program of airflow, traffic and pollutant concentrations for tunnels within the City Ring in Prague. The airflow model is quasi-dynamic and based on the Bernoulli and continuity equations. This simulation program was validated on the Mrázovka tunnel in Prague, which involves one entrance and one exit ramp. The program was further used for the design and simulation of the ventilation control system in other tunnels within the Prague City Ring. This was published by Ferkl and Meinsma [Ferkl and Meinsma (2007)]. They developed the linear and quadratic program that keeps the pollutant concentrations under pre-defined limit values with minimum operational costs.

3.5.4 MPC control

Although MPC has many important advantages, such as constraint handling, possibility to control MIMO systems or variable prediction, application of the MPC control strategy in road tunnels is still limited due to several factors. First, the typical MPC algorithm requires knowledge of the process dynamics. The dynamic model in the explicit form can
be found for tunnels without ramps (usually highway tunnels), but obtaining the dynamic model for complex road tunnels with connected ramps is difficult. Second, typical MPC algorithms assume simplified linear models, which are unsatisfactory for models of airflow dynamics in road tunnels. Moreover, a lot of variables, such as NO\textsubscript{x} or opacity have to be estimated due to the lack of sensors in the tunnel.

Simulation analysis of MPC control in highway tunnels without ramps are performed in [Hrbček, J. and Šimák, V. (2011)] or [Tan et al. (2012)]. In these cases, MPC uses the linearized dynamic model of airflow and pollutant concentrations. The aim of MPC control is to keep CO concentrations and opacity below acceptable limits while minimizing electricity costs. Unfortunately, the papers lack any experimental validation of the proposed MPC algorithms.
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*Contribution to the thesis:*

The paper contributes to the third goal of the thesis. The control structure is described in detail in the paper and verified through more than two-year operation in the Blanka tunnel complex. The control structure uses the simplified mathematical model of airflow described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The fourth goal of the thesis is also accomplished within the paper, as the paper describes the adaptive logic which compensates the mathematical model of airflow against the real measured data. The experimental validation of the proposed algorithm is also included in the paper.
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5 Fulfilment of the goals

This chapter presents a short summary of the fulfilment of the thesis objectives which are described in section 2:

1. The paper [Dis-A1] presents the simplified 1D model of airflow dynamics for a road tunnel complex based on Bernoulli and continuity equations. It shows how to calculate all important factors influencing the airflow velocity in a tunnel, such as piston effect, friction, effect of jet fans, etc. Further, it shows how to derive the model of airflow dynamics for a road tunnel complex in the standard state-space form. Requirements on airflow velocity control during fire in a tunnel are presented in the second part of the paper and it is shown how to use the PI/PID controller to achieve and keep the desired airflow velocity upstream of fire. The mathematical model is validated through the comparison against real measured data from fire scenarios within the tunnel testing in the Blanka tunnel complex.

The first goal of the thesis is fulfilled mainly within the paper [Dis-A1] and further within papers [Dis-A2] and [Dis-B1].

2. The paper [Dis-A2] details a systematic approach for airflow velocity control design during fire in road tunnels. The control structure includes the PI controller as the most used industrial controller. The tuning method is the SIMC method which uses the simplified nonlinear model of airflow dynamics. The tuning of the PI controller is presented on the case study, the Blanka tunnel complex in Prague and results of the paper are simulations of the PI controller for different sections and validation of the proposed method on the real tunnel data.

The second goal of the thesis is therefore fulfilled in the paper [Dis-A2].

3. The third goal of the paper is fulfilled mainly within the paper [Dis-A3] and further within the paper [Dis-B1]. The paper [Dis-B1] introduces briefly the ventilation control system of the Blanka tunnel complex which is optimization-based and ensures desired IEQ and ambient air quality of the tunnel with minimum operational costs. Whereas the paper [Dis-B1] presents rather simulations of the ventilation control system, the paper [Dis-A3] provides a detailed insight into the optimization-based controller of ventilation in the Blanka tunnel complex. This paper also includes the experimental validation of the proposed control structure. This control structure can be reused for ventilation control in future tunnels.

4. The fourth goal of the thesis is fulfilled within the papers [Dis-A3] and [Dis-B2]. Whereas the paper [Dis-B1] describes a procedure for refinement of the simplified 1D model of airflow based on the real measured data in highway tunnels, the paper
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[Dis-A3] provides an extension to tunnel complexes including ramps and ventilation machine rooms. The proposed algorithm is validated through simulations and real operation in the Blanka tunnel complex.

In summary, the results of the third and fourth goal of the thesis were successfully implemented in the real operation of the Blanka tunnel complex. The optimization-based control of ventilation has been smoothly operated with continuous improvements since September 2015.
Conclusions and future work

6.1 Summary

In recent years, the growth of digital technologies causes that road tunnels are much better equipped with technologies for measurement and control, such as sensors for measuring physical quantities and data collection and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. Unfortunately, data from tunnel operation are often not used as they could be, even though they show a huge potential for improvement of the control performance. Better equipment of road tunnels allows to fulfil complex requirements on both fire and operational ventilation.

The doctoral thesis uses data from real operation of the Blanka tunnel complex mainly for model validation, design of control structure for operational ventilation and its evaluation. The doctoral thesis introduces how to create the nonlinear model of airflow dynamics that can be used for both the design of airflow velocity control system during fire situations and the design of control system structure for operational ventilation in complex road tunnels.

The first part of the thesis deals with the mathematical modeling of airflow dynamics in road tunnels having a complex structure, i.e. entrance and exit ramps and ventilation machine rooms for airflow supply and extraction, respectively. This part introduces a derivation of the nonlinear dynamics model of airflow dynamics in the standard state-space form based on the Bernoulli and continuity equations. It also provides formulas for the calculation of pressure losses included in the Bernoulli equations, such as friction, piston effect of vehicles or influence of jet fans and also how to choose parameters of this models including reference to literature. This part also introduces the use of this model for the design of the PI/PID controller for the control of airflow during fire in road tunnels. The use of this model is demonstrated by the case study, the Blanka tunnel complex in Prague, Czech Republic. This part, however, does not introduce any systematic procedure for the design of PI/PID controllers.

The second part of the thesis provides the systematic procedure of PI controller design for airflow velocity control during fire in road tunnels. This procedure is based on the SIMC method which uses the nonlinear model from the first part of the thesis that is linearized at an operating point. The advantage of this method is that it has only one tuning parameter and has a good response for set-point changes and good disturbance response. The SIMC method is verified for two different fire scenarios of the Blanka tunnel complex and results show that the SIMC method is suitable for PI controllers design in future tunnels.

The third part of the thesis introduces a novel approach for operational ventilation cont-
rol in complex road tunnels in terms of a practical deployment in the real operation. The control structure is basically feed-forward with an adaptive logic providing feedback. The feed-forward part involves the mathematical model from the first part and mathematical optimization, which ensures the quality of indoor and ambient environment while minimizing the electricity costs. The adaptive logic is based on the recursive least squares with exponential forgetting compensating deviation between the mathematical model and real measured data. The main results of this part is validation of the control structure through the long-term evaluation of the real operation.

The doctoral thesis has shown that the mathematical modeling of airflow dynamics in road tunnels has a huge potential for improving the ventilation control of complex road tunnels that are branched and including ventilation machine rooms. First, the model can be used for PI controller design in the case of fire situations, and thus significantly increase safety in road tunnels. Second, the model can be used for optimizing the ventilation control during standard operation for a purpose of IEQ maintenance and reducing the impact on the ambient environment of tunnels.

6.2 Future research

There are still a few research topics which are to be addressed in order to improve performance of ventilation in future tunnels. Based on the ongoing requirements on operational ventilation three topics should be investigated to improve control performance and reduce electricity costs:

- Control the 15 minutes reserve of electricity
- Find the global solution of optimization task
- Involve a pollutant concentration model into the mathematical optimization

In many European countries a large electricity customer must contract to the maximum average power consumed within each 15 minutes period (15 minutes reserve of electricity). There can be thousands of Euro penalties when exceeding this reserve. Unfortunately, in many cases the 15 minutes reserve of electricity is not controlled at all. This leads to developing some procedures to control the 15 minutes reserve of electricity based essentially on switching off manually the ventilation technology. A more efficient solution would be to include this reserve directly into the optimization task as a constraint in order to prevent this exceedance automatically. This measure would save the costs of the 15 minutes reserve exceedance that can achieve thousands of Euro per year.

Second, the optimization task in section 4.3 is non-convex and therefore its optimum solution can not be guaranteed. The local optimization methods, such as IPOPT or SQP converge only to a local optimum, which can be far from the global one. Some methods for finding the global solution of optimization task are suggested in section 4.3 in the paper [Dis-A3]. According to latest simulations, the branch and bounds algorithm based on [McCormick (1976)] is suitable for finding the global solution with respect to calculation time.

Last but not least, the topic that can improve IEQ in road tunnels is inclusion of a
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pollutant concentration model into the optimization task. Although there exist models for estimating the pollutant concentrations inside the tunnel, such as [Bellasio (1997)], [PIARC (2012)] or [Smit et al. (2010)], there are still several obstacles that need to be resolved for successful implementation of a pollutant concentration model into the optimization task. The main obstacles are insufficient traffic information (information on the position of cars and division into vehicle categories), uncertainties in emission factors of vehicles passing through the tunnel and ambient pollutant concentration, which is usually not measured and must be estimated.
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